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ABSTRACT 
More accurate modelling of physical phenomena involved in present and future nuclear reactors 
requires a multi-scale and multi-physics approach. This challenge can be accomplished by the 
coupling of best-estimate core-physics, thermal-hydraulics and multi-physics solvers. In order to make 
viable that coupling, the current trends in reactor simulations are along the development of a new 
generation of tools based on user-friendly, modular, easily linkable, faster and more accurate codes to 
be integrated in common platforms. These premises are in the origin of the NURESIM Integrated 
Project within the 6th European Framework Program, which is envisaged to provide the initial step 
towards a Common European Standard Software Platform for nuclear reactors simulations. In the 
frame of this project and to reach the above-mentioned goals, a 3-D multigroup nodal solver for 
neutron diffusion calculations called ANDES (Analytic Nodal Diffusion Equation Solver) has been 
developed and tested in-depth in this Thesis. 
ANDES solves the steady-state and time-dependent neutron diffusion equation in three-
dimensions and any number of energy groups, utilizing the Analytic Coarse-Mesh Finite-Difference 
(ACMFD) scheme to yield the nodal coupling equations. It can be applied to both Cartesian and 
triangular-Z geometries, so that simulations of LWR as well as VVER, HTR and fast reactors can be 
performed. The solver has been implemented in a fully encapsulated way, enabling it as a module to 
be readily integrated in other codes and platforms. In fact, it can be used either as a stand-alone nodal 
code or as a solver to accelerate the convergence of whole core pin-by-pin code systems. Verification 
of performance has shown that ANDES is a code with high order definition for whole core realistic 
nodal simulations. In this paper, the methodology developed and involved in ANDES is presented.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
The NURESIM Integrated Project within the 6th European Framework Program is envisaged to 
provide the initial step towards a Common European Standard Software Platform for nuclear reactors 
simulations. Some of the objectives to be achieved in frame of this project are the development of 
advanced deterministic solvers to perform 3D core calculations, the inclusion of efficient kinetics 
modules for neutronics transient analysis, and their integration in the common NURESIM platform for 
multi-physics coupling to thermal-hydraulics codes. In order to reach these goals, the 3-D multi-group 
Analytic Nodal Diffusion Solver ANDES has been developed.  
ANDES solves the neutron diffusion equations in any number of energy groups utilizing the 
Analytic Coarse-Mesh Finite-Difference (ACMFD) scheme to yield the nodal coupling equations. The 
ACMFD was formally introduced by Y.A. Chao [1, 2] for the one-group one-dimensional diffusion 
equation, outlining the generalization to multigroups and multidimensional problems. In a first work, we 
demonstrated the efficiency of the ACMFD method in two-groups for 2D nodal Cartesian geometry [3]. 
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Then, we established the full mathematical basis for the multidimensional cases with more than two 
energy groups, where complex rather than real matrices have to be dealt with [4]. 
In this Thesis, the generalization of the ACMFD method to multidimensional problems has been 
completed, addressing its implementation in a nodal solver that solves the steady-state and the time-
dependent multigroup neutron diffusion equation in 3-D geometry. This paper is intended to present 
the methodology developed and implemented in ANDES, with emphasis in the difficulties found in the 
generalization to multigroups and in the extension to different types of geometries.  
The paper consists of seven sections. In Section 2, the theoretical foundations are presented, 
focusing on the steady-state problems. In Section 3 the way to use the ACMFD methodology in 
kinetics problems is explained. In Section 4, a new approach for solving the control rod “cusping” 
problem – found when control rods are partially inserted in the nodes –, based on a direct application 
of the ACMFD method, is developed. In Section 5, we deal with the extension of those methodologies 
to triangular-Z geometry. Section 6 is devoted to perform a consistent verification of the solver, where 
different benchmark tests have been selected, each one appropriated to show the performance of 
each different model involved in ANDES. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7. 
2 THE ANALYTIC MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION THEORY FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
PROBLEMS  
The basis of the ACMFD method lies on the decoupling of the multigroup diffusion equations by 
the transformation of the physical space of group fluxes into the modal space of eigenvectors of the 
multigroup matrix within each homogeneous space domain. The transverse integration procedure is 
the scheme chosen to extend the ACMFD formulation to multidimensional problems. The full basis of 
the methodology is given in [4]. Here we revisit the solution in multidimensional diffusion cases in 
order to analyse the role of the transverse leakage treatment in obtaining an accurate nodal solution. 
 
2.1 Solution of the modal equations in 1D with external sources 
In one-dimensional Cartesian geometry with homogeneous nodes, the G uncoupled modal 
equations obtained by transformation of the G multigroup diffusion equations can be written as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
1
2       ; 1,
m
m m m g
d x
x x x m G
dx
λ −− = − = − =s D Sψ ψ  R  (1) 
  
where λm are the eigenvalues of the matrix of the multigroup equations, R−1 the matrix of eigenvectors, 
ψm(x) the modal fluxes , D is the diagonal matrix of the diffusion coefficients per energy group and 
Sg(x) a space-dependent external source per energy group [4]. Let us suppose that the distribution of 
the external source is analytically known. Then, Eq. (1) has an analytical solution given by the solution 
of the homogeneous equation plus a particular solution pm(x): 
 
   ( )  e   e   ( ) ; ( )  ( ) - ( ) ; m m
2
x x
m m m m m m m m m m2
d
dx
A Bx p x p x p x xα αψ λ α λ+ −= + + − = =s   (2) 
 
Am and Bm are constants to be determined for a given node and face (x=±H/2) by imposing the 
following two conditions: the modal flux and current at that node interface. Then, substituting in the 
node-average modal flux, the ACMFD modal relation is obtained: 
 
[ ]   ( ) ( )( )  ( )    m m m m m mH H H H2 2 2 2H 'm m2C Cp p J pψ ψ ± +⎡ ⎤− = − ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦f jm m m m   (3) 
 
Cm f and Cm j are scalar modal coefficients only dependent on both the eigenvalue and the nodal 
length H, which are thus given by: 
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All terms in Eq. (3) related to the particular solution can be grouped together into a modal term 
Tm, called external-source term: 
 
'
2 2 2 2
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m m m m m m
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Finally, transforming these scalar relations in the modal space to the physical space of the 
group fluxes, we obtain the ACMFD formula for each left and right interface:  
 
1 1( ) ( ) ( )g g g g m
H H H
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H
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 R− −= ± −f j DA A J Tm m mφ φ  (6) 
 
 ;    − −= =f f j jC CA A1 1R R R R  (7) 
 
where fC  and jC  are now the diagonal matrices of the scalar modal coefficients. Eq. (6) is a matrix 
relation that is exact in the 1D multigroup diffusion approximation for homogeneous nodes with a 
known space-dependent external source. 
From (6), following Chao [2] and assuming )
2
(1* HRgg mmff TAA −−= φφ , the (column) 
vector of multigroup net currents at the interfaces is obtained as a function of the vectors of node-
average and interface fluxes by: 
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Equation (8) is the half-node ACMFD formula, for each left and right node interface; which are 
much alike the linear finite-difference discretization of the diffusion approximation (Fick’s law), but 
including the coarse-mesh and spectral effects of the analytic intra-nodal flux variation in space and 
spectra, which is “exact” in the 1-D multigroup diffusion approximation assumed above. The matrix Af* 
“corrects” the vector node average fluxes in the “gradient” term of diffusion Fick’s law and the matrix 
[A j ]−1 “corrects” the diffusion coefficient diagonal matrix D. But the general ACMFD Fick’s law (8) is not 
anymore just a “corrected” or non-linear synthetic scalar relation within each group, but matrix-vector 
products coupling all groups at the node interfaces. Only if H → 0 (fine-mesh), since then the matrices 
A f and A j become the identity matrix, we recover the original (scalar) Fick’s law. 
 
2.2 Solution of the modal equations in 3D 
In multidimensional problems the modal equations (1) can be written as: 
 [ ] 2  1,G( )   ( )   - ( )  ; m m m m mψ λ ψ =∇ − =r r s r   (9) 
 
To obtain the ACMFD modal relation, a transverse flux integration scheme can be applied. Eq. 
(9) is then transverse integrated (i.e. in y and z) over the node and averaged over the transverse 
volumes to yield the reduced 1-D modal equations (i.e. in x): 
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( ) ( ) ( )2 1 *2  m m m gd x x xdx λ −− = − D S
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Eq. (10) is identical to Eq. (1), but now the external source Sg*(x) includes the transverse 
leakage Lg(x) as an additional term. In Cartesian 3-D problems: 
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As can be seen, the external source depends on the distribution of the transverse leakage in the 
node interfaces parallel to x-axis. Given that in a nodal diffusion solver only the net currents at the 
node interfaces are available during the iterative process, the transverse leakage distribution is 
unknown. Consequently, the analytical solution of Eq. (10) will not match completely the true 3D 
solution, as occurred in Eq. (1) for the 1D case.  
The most appropriate option in nodal solvers to infer the transverse leakage profile is to 
interpolate, from the previous nodal solution, the transverse net currents along the lines or planes of 
node interfaces, by a nonlinear iterative scheme. In consequence, an error in the particular solution of 
Eq. (2) is introduced, being transmitted to the external-source term Tm (or transverse-leakage term) 
and then to the final ACMFD relation (6). Tm has then an important role in obtaining an accurate 
solution as it is going to gather all the error associated to the transverse leakage interpolation.    
 
2.2.1 Transverse leakage interpolation 
In ANDES, as in other nodal solvers, a polynomial interpolation, parabolic or cubic, of the 
transverse net currents is assumed, due to the low computational cost and the easiness of the analytic 
solution of equations. Using Eq. (2) and considering a cubic fit for the transverse leakage term: 
( ) ( ) ( )xxx gmm LDls 1 −==−  R , we obtain the particular solution: 
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From this, we can obtain the face averaged value and the values and derivatives at each node 
corner or aristae:  )
2
('),
2
(, HpHpp mmm ±± . By substitution of those values into Eq. (5), and taking 
into account that the modal transverse leakage at the (corner) left side ( )2Hlm −  can be written in 
terms of the interface averaged transverse leakage value ml  and the derivatives at the corner 
''','',' mmm lll , we obtain the following relation for the transverse leakage term: 
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 (13) 
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A singularity appears in (13) as the eigenvalue αm2 approaches zero (αm2→0). However by a 
truncated Taylor series expansion of the modal coefficients Cm f and Cm j given by Eq. (4), it can be 
demonstrated that Tm reduces to a finite value as αm2 gets closer to zero. To avoid the singularity, that 
limit is taken for the nodes in the neighborhood of zero eigenvalue during nodal iterations. 
 
2.2.2 Implicit or explicit transverse leakage in ACMFD method 
Once the transverse leakage modal term Tm (±H/2) has been calculated, it is introduced in the 
ACMFD expression. Two different approaches can be developed: 
i) An explicit approach, where the term Tm (±H/2) is considered as an external source. From the 
transverse net currents from the previous nodal solution, Tm is computed and the ACMFD 
resulting expression is Eq. (6). 
ii) An implicit way, where the term Tm (±H/2) is written as the product of an arbitrary matrix B f  
(with GxG unknowns, it has to accomplish G conditions and its shape must lead to a stable 
solution) by the vector of nodal average fluxes. The resulting ACMFD expression is the 
following (note that while A f is a matrix depending only on the node, while A f* = A f - B f  is a 
matrix depending moreover on the nodal interface): 
 
1
1
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 |  | ( )
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g g g g g
g g g
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2
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2
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2
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D
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m m
m
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Both approaches are equivalent, yielding the same nodal solution and showing the same 
convergence rate. The implicit approach may improve the stability of the linear system resolution 
method, because in some cases it makes the matrix more diagonally dominant. 
If we consider two adjacent nodes, and apply the continuity conditions of the physical fluxes and 
currents at the common interface, we obtain that the interface currents at this interface can be 
completely determined in terms of the average fluxes in all groups of the two nodes. Using the 
currents calculated this way to express the leakage term in the neutron balance relation in every node, 
we obtain the finite difference multigroup diffusion equation system provided by the ACMFD method. It 
reduces to a minimum the number of unknowns, the average fluxes per node and group. In 3-D this 
system is seven-block diagonal, with blocks of GxG nonzero elements, which is amenable to Krylov 
space solvers, such as GMRES.  
 
2.3 Limitations of the ACMFD formulation 
Paying attention to expression (4), the denominators of the modal coefficients Cm f and Cm j become 
zeros if the argument αmH = inπ. When αmH = 0, the numerator also vanishes, and a Taylor series 
expansion allows to calculate the modal coefficients in this limit: 
 
0 0
lim 0, lim 0
m m
f j
m mH H
C Cα α→ →= =  (15) 
 
To avoid αmH = iπ during the iterative process (which only can happen for the fundamental mode in 
supercritical nodes), given that αm only depends on the nodal cross sections and on the keff value, two 
different conditions can be imposed: 
i) To initialize the outer iterations with large values of keff (small initial values yields more 
negative fundamental eigenvalues αm2).  
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ii) To use a nodal size fine enough. No problems are found using a node size equal to the fuel 
assembly width of real cores. The nodal size must be smaller than the half wave length of the 
nodal analytic solutions, as widely discussed in [5]. 
3 NEUTRON KINETICS EQUATIONS AND COUPLING NEUTRONICS AND THERMAL-
HYDRAULICS 
Under transient conditions, both the time-dependent multi-group diffusion (16) and the balance 
equations of the six neutron precursors (17) have to be solved together. The idea is to treat the 
temporal dependence in such a way that it yields a fixed source problem (FSP), which can be solved 
utilizing the methodology already developed for the steady-state FSP. 
The neutron kinetics equations can be written in a matricial way as follows: 
 
∑
=
+−−∇=∂
∂ 6
1
21
k g
g
k
kkggg
g
gg D
C
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dχλφφφφ dFAv
 (16) 
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     for 1, 6
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where A is the steady-state multigroup diffusion matrix, χ  and dχ  refer to the prompt and delayed 
neutron spectrum respectively, and the ig-jg element of the Fd matrix is defined as: 
( )
eff
jg
f
ig
ig
d kD
jgigF
Σ= νβχ, . 
To treat the time dependence, the first step is to discretize the time domain into discrete time 
steps. Focusing on the neutron precursor balance equation and using a finite difference implicit 
scheme for the time derivative (neutron precursor concentrations are assumed to have smooth 
variations with time steps employed in core transient analysis), we can obtain a relation between every 
precursor concentration and the prompt neutron flux per energy group: 
t
rtvftrttC
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rr
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On the other hand, to approximate the time derivative of the neutron kinetics equation, we use 
the method of exponential extrapolation, ( ) ( ) tgg getrtr ωφφ ⋅= ,~, , and then the time derivative of the form 
function gφ~  is approximated by an implicit linear forward difference scheme, which results appropriate 
for most of the nodes (those that are far from moving control rods). Thus the neutron flux time 
derivative can be written as follows: 
t
g
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g
gggg
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gertt
tD
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tDDt
rt
D
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⎞
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 (19) 
The frequency ωg is recursively computed for each node and energy group using the nodal 
average flux: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∆−∆= )(
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ln1
tt
t
t g
g
g φ
φω  (20) 
The iterative process over the frequency ωg is performed until the required convergence in the 
fission source distribution is achieved. 
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Regarding to the spectrum of delayed neutrons, it is known that it is softer than the prompt 
fission spectrum. Thus the delayed neutrons have a greater importance in thermal reactors than do 
the prompt neutrons. For instance, in the point kinetics approximation, we can see that the effective β 
can be greater than the physical β by 20% or so. However, henceforward it will be assumed the same 
neutron spectrum for prompt (χ) and delayed neutrons (χd), as specified in the benchmark presented 
in this paper.  
Introducing those approximations into the balance equations of neutron precursors and into Eq. 
(16): 
g
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We can see that Eq. (21) is a FSP with additional terms respect to the steady-state FSP: the 
multigroup matrix is now A + Akin , and the external source has an additional term determined by both 
the flux spatial distribution and the precursor concentrations in the previous time step ( 0gφ , Ck0). As a 
first approach, it was considered a flat distribution of Ck0 inside every node, but it induced unexpected 
insertions of negative reactivity (~10 pcm) at the beginning of the transient. To reduce this effect, a 
polynomial fit has been chosen for this term of the external source, leading to values of spurious 
reactivity smaller than 2 pcm. The cause of the error is that the precursor concentration distribution 
inside a node at the beginning of the transient come from the equilibrium of Eq. (17): 
k
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r
r  (23) 
If we apply a flat distribution to Ck (t=0), we will be neglecting the neutron flux distribution of the 
eigenvalue calculation previous to the transient, resulting the error previously pointed out. 
In order to obtain an accurate ACMFD relation for transient problems, the most important is to decide 
which terms are included in the multigroup diffusion matrix (A + Akin) and the spatial distribution 
assigned to the terms included in the external source. Attending to this criterion, three different 
schemes are proposed in this paper: 
 
• Explicit scheme 
This approach consists on considering all the kinetics terms of Eq. (21) known from the previous 
iteration and thus included in the RHS as an external source. All the neutron fluxes included in this 
source are supposed to have a flat spatial distribution and the precursor concentrations, a polynomial 
fit: 
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• Pure exponential time derivative scheme 
In this second scheme, it has been supposed that the time-dependence of the neutron flux 
within a node is purely exponential. It is also considered that the flux distribution in the node does not 
change during the time step: 
0)()( 0 =− ∆ rer gtg g rr φφ ω  (25) 
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With this hypothesis, which is true when the reactor is evolving with the fundamental mode (no 
changes in physical properties), Eq. (21) and (22) are simplified: 
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In this case the multigroup diffusion matrix will be modified by the addition of matrix Akin, 
inducing a change in the eigenvalues. 
 
• Non-pure exponential time derivative scheme 
This scheme is an improvement of the previous one and it consists on a better approximation of 
the time derivative. In this case, relation (25) transforms as follows: 
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where the 7 coefficients of the function δg can be computed from the values of the nodal average flux 
and the 6 interface average fluxes at the current and previous time steps. This way, a change in the 
flux distribution during the time step is allowed, which is the case of nodes placed near moving control 
rods. 
As a consequence of this approach, the external source (Eq. (27)) will have an additional term, 
resulting: 
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A comparison of the three above methods will be performed in section 6.4.2. A common 
strategy of the three methods is to put together the terms derived of Eq. (19) that are divided by ∆t, 
independently whether they are included in the multigroup diffusion matrix or in the external source. 
The reason is that problems arise when we include the current time step flux term in the multigroup 
diffusion matrix and the previous time step flux term in the external source. The differences between 
the analytic and the interpolated profiles increase as the time step is shorter because it appears in the 
denominator. Thus the transient results differ more and more from the real solution as the time step is 
shorter.  
The NK-TH (ANDES/COBRA-III) coupling is done internally by a semi-implicit scheme, using a 
staggered alternate time mesh, as shown in [6]. The TH solution is advanced over one-half of the NK 
time step. Then, the implicitly calculated TH variables are extrapolated over another half of the time 
step for the NK solution. The neutronics constants are thus nearly implicitly calculated in the next time 
step as a function of the extrapolated TH variables, where the limited half-step extrapolation prevents 
significant oscillations, allowing for larger time steps. 
4 CONTROL ROD “CUSPING” CORRECTION USING THE ACMFD FORMULATION 
When a control rod is partially inserted into a node, the intranodal flux distribution undergoes a 
strong distortion. If such intranodal flux distribution is not properly accounted for computing the 
homogenized nodal cross sections, so called “cusping” effects appear in the differential rod reactivity 
worth when the insertion of a control rod varies. 
A new approach to correct the rod “cusping” problem in 3D calculations is proposed here, as a 
result of the direct application to the ACMFD formulation. The proposed model has been implemented 
in the ANDES solver, and the verification calculations have confirmed the validity of the method. 
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In ANDES, a partially rodded node is splitted into two parts: upper (U, rodded) and lower (L, 
unrodded) part, each assumed homogeneous (see Fig. 1). Applying the ACMFD relation (6) at the 
axial internal interface between the two parts of the node, and given the flux and current continuity at 
this interface, the inner axial current can be expressed as a function of the two average fluxes in each 
part, gUφ  and gLφ . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. “One-partially-rodded-node” problem boundary conditions. 
 
These average fluxes are determined by solving the neutron balance equation for the two parts 
of the node, called “one-partially-rodded-node” problem. This is done by imposing the external surface 
average currents, available from the previous nodal solution, as boundary conditions. In the axial 
direction (upper and lower boundaries) they are known from the global calculation; however in the 
radial direction, the needed average currents at each partial interface, gUJ  and gLJ , have to be 
interpolated from the radial average net current at the full-height node interface 
radialg
J of the 
partially rodded node and its two axial neighbours. We use two quadratic splines for the axial 
dependence of the radial currents, with the conditions of continuity of the currents and their axial 
derivatives at the inner interface, the axial averages at the three full nodes and a minimum square 
deviation of the averages on the next axial neighbours. An incomplete expansion on the modal 
solutions, with continuity in the physical net currents at the nodal interfaces, is also being evaluated. 
 
The average fluxes calculated from the one-partially-rodded-node problem are inserted into the 
following equation to perform a volume weighting of the rodded and unrodded cross sections. This 
way the homogenized nodal cross sections preserve the reaction rates at the node. 
 
, ,
,
L L L U U U
X g g V X g g V
X g L L U U
g V g V
x x
x x
φ φ
φ φ
Σ + ΣΣ = +  (30) 
 
 
Where Ug
L
g φφ , are the average fluxes at the lower and upper regions of the node; U gXL gX ,, ,ΣΣ  
are the corresponding cross sections for reaction X in the g energy group and UV
L
V xx ,  the 
corresponding volume fractions. 
Direct application of this approach provides appropriate results for homogeneous nodes. 
However, for heterogeneous nodes, the flux-volume weighting of the homogenized cross sections is 
not enough to eliminate the rod “cusping” effect. Just like in the application of the ACMFD method to 
Rodde
d 
region 
(Upper)
Unrodded 
region 
(Lower) 
gUφ
HL 
HU 
gLφ
gUJ
gLJ
radialg
J
axialg
J
gφH
axialg
J
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actual operating reactors, where the heterogeneity of the fuel assemblies requires the use of flux 
heterogeneity factors at the radial (x-y) nodal interfaces, to attenuate the axial rod “cusping” effect to 
an acceptable level, a pair of axial heterogeneity factors have to be introduced at both axial interfaces 
of the partially rodded node. 
Consider a partially rodded node as shown in Fig. 1, and let us notice the lower nodal interface 
(L). Both the homogeneous and heterogeneous average flux at this interface can be computed using 
the ACMFD relation in Eq. (14) applied to the lower axial interface of the homogeneized node and of 
the unrodded part of the node, respectively: 
hom 1
1
2
2
gL g g g axial
het L
gL gL g g axial
H
H
−
−
= +
= +
f * j
f * j
het het
D
D
A A J
A A J
φ φ
φ φ
 (31), (32) 
This gives us the way to compute the scalar (per group) flux heterogeneity factors at this lower 
axial interface (and similarly for the upper one): 
hom
hom
het
gLhet
gL gL gL gL
gL
f f
φφ φ φ= ⋅ → =  (33) 
The axial interface flux heterogeneity factors calculated this way will be used in the partially 
rodded nodes for the whole core calculation in the next iteration step on transverse leakage.  
It should be noted that in this approach implemented in the ANDES solver for the treatment of 
the rod “cusping” effect, the unique source of error introduced is due to the interpolation of the radial 
average currents. This error affects not only to the neutron balance equation but also to the transverse 
leakage profile in the ACMFD relation in the axial direction for the partially rodded nodes and their 
radial neighbours.  
5 THE ACMFD METHOD IN TRIANGULAR-Z GEOMETRY 
5.1 Transverse integration of the 3D diffusion equation in triangular prismatic nodes  
In order to perform 3D calculations in cores with hexagonal assemblies, the ACMFD method 
has been extended to triangular-Z geometry. The hexagonal assemblies are divided into six triangular 
right prisms, composed of five interfaces (two equilateral triangular bases and three rectangular 
sides). The first step to obtain the ACMFD relation at each nodal interface, is to perform the transverse 
integration procedure of the 3D diffusion equation. However, the transverse integration approach used 
for Cartesian geometry can not be applied in the same manner for triangular-Z geometry. In this latter 
case, we will show that expressions are much more complex and further manipulation of the equations 
is needed.  
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Figure 2. Node in triangular-Z geometry.    Figure 3. Components of the modal current in the XY plane 
and magnitudes involved in ACMFD relation. 
 
Let us start from the 3D neutron diffusion modal equation within our homogeneous triangular-
prismatic nodal volume V shown in Fig. 2: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )  ;   ( ) ( )   m m m m m mj r r s r j r rλ ψ ψ−∇ ⋅ − = − = −∇r rr r r r r  (34) 
                  
where λm is the modal eigenvalue and sm(r) the modal external source. 
The transverse integration procedure in the axial direction (Z) is used to obtain the ACMFD 
relation at the top and bottom interfaces of the node, in the same way as in Cartesian geometry. 
However, let us see the form of the resulting equations when applying the transverse integration 
approach in the radial directions (X or Y). 
Let us consider the transverse integration over the X direction. Integrating equation (34) over a 
slice of width dx perpendicular to the X axis, we obtain the following equation over the flux integrated 
in the slice: 
2
1
1 12
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D D D
d x x s x L x
dx
ψ λψ− = − +  (35)                        
 
1 0
1 0
1( ) ( , , )   ;  
3
( ) ( , , )
Z
Z
H ax
D ax
H ax
D ax
x x y z dy dz a
s x s x y z dy dz
ψ ψ−
−
⎡ ⎤= ⋅ ⋅ =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= ⋅ ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
 (36) 
                               
L(x) is a term equivalent to the transverse leakage in Cartesian nodes, although in this case it 
has a major complexity: 
jx 
jy 
X 
Y 
mψ
mψ
1
mψ
2
mψ
V
mψ
Z 
Y 
X 
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3 3 3
( , , ) ( , , 0)
Z
Z
H
x x
H
y y
ax
z Z zax
x xL x j x z j x z dz
x xj x z j x z dz
j x y H j x y dy−
⎛ ⎞= − + − ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞+ − − ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
+ − ⋅
∫
∫
∫
 (37)                        
where zyx jjj ,,  are the components of the vectorial current in the modal space (see Fig. 3) (for 
example, 
x
zyxzyxj mx ∂
∂−= ),,(),,( ψ ). 
As it can be seen, as occurs in Cartesian geometry nodes, the transverse integrated flux is the 
unknown of the resulting 1D diffusion equation obtained after integration of the original 3D equation 
along a radial direction. It is important to clarify that, now, the radial transverse leakage does not fit the 
net leakage through the side faces of the prism. However, we will maintain its name as it plays the 
same role as in the case of Cartesian geometry. 
Following, it will be shown how the ACMFD relation at a radial interface in triangular-Z geometry 
can be derived, that is, how to relate both node surface currents and fluxes to node average fluxes.  
 
5.2 The ACMFD relation at radial interfaces in 2D triangular nodes 
For simplicity, we will consider first the two-dimensional geometry case, that is, the triangular 
node shown in Fig. 3. As it can be seen in equation (35), the transverse integrated flux being solution 
of a 1D diffusion equation can be expressed by the following analytic functions: 
 
1
  ( )  e   e   ( ) ; ( )  ( ) ( ) ; m m
2
x xD
m m m m m m m m m2
d
dx
A Bx p x p x p x xα αψ λ α λ+ −= + + − = =mL  (38) 
   
Am and Bm are constants that can be determined by imposing the following conditions: the 
modal interface average flux at a radial interface mψ , the modal average current at the same interface 
mj and the modal fluxes at the corners adjacent to the interface 
1 2and m mψ ψ . Then, substituting in the 
node-average modal flux mψ , the ACMFD modal relation at every radial interface in triangular mesh is 
obtained: 
 
 
( )1 2
3 3( ) ' ( )2 32 2
2 4 4
f jm m
jm
m m m m m
p L p LpC C LC j
L L L
ψ ψ ψ ψ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− = − + + − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (39) 
 
Attending to expression (39), and comparing it with the equivalent relation in Cartesian 
geometry, we can see that the main drawback is the presence of the modal fluxes at the two corners 
adjacent to the interface, which have to be computed with a level of accuracy appropriate to this high 
order method. 
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5.3 The analytic relation at corners in 2D triangular nodes 
To obtain the modal flux at a corner, we proceed as follows. We can particularize expression 
(38) at the coordinate (x = 0), which corresponds to the triangle vertex opposed to the analyzed 
interface. If we focus on the values of the function and its first derivative at this coordinate, then we will 
obtain the following relation between the flux at vertex and the nodal average flux results: 
 
( )2
3 ' (0) 2 (0)
2
   ;   
2 2
V f jm m m
m m m m
f j
m m
p p pD D
L L
e e
D D
e e e e
γ γ
γ γ γ γ
ψ ψ
γγ −
− −
⎛ ⎞⋅ ⋅⎛ ⎞− = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
⋅ −= =+ − + −
  (40) 
 
 
5.4 Combination of the ACMFD relation at a radial interface with the analytic relations at the 
adjacent corners 
Until now, it has been demonstrated that, as occurs in Cartesian geometry nodes, it also exists 
an ACMFD relation for triangular nodes. Nevertheless, we have also found that the flux particularized 
at adjacent vertexes takes part in such ACMFD relation. In order to obtain a linear system in which 
nodal average fluxes are the unique unknowns, an additional relation between the flux at a vertex and 
the nodal average flux has been derived.   
The most straightforward option to treat equation (39) would be to take the term of fluxes at 
vertex from the previous iteration, including them in the non-linear iteration loop (as done with the 
transverse leakage term). However, this option is unfeasible as the iterative process becomes 
unstable because of the excessive influence of the transverse leakage term. 
Consequently, it is necessary to substitute the flux at vertexes in relation (39) by their 
corresponding relation with the nodal average flux (40). Computing and grouping together the 
transverse leakage terms, we obtain the following expression: 
 
*3
4
f j S
m m m mC LC j Tψ ψ= − −   (41) 
 
This way we finally have an expression quite similar to the ACMFD for Cartesian nodes, but in 
this case the transverse leakage profile has a physical meaning less clear than in the previous one. 
However, this methodology will not lead to the level of accuracy achieved with Cartesian 
geometry. The reason of this assertion is that the accuracy of the analytic nodal method relies on a 
good estimation of the average value of the transverse leakage. In Cartesian mesh this average value 
only depends on the interface average currents whose error vary from 0.1%  to 1% in most of nodal 
solutions. Nevertheless attending to the transverse leakage expression in triangular mesh (37) we can 
see that transverse leakage not only gather the perpendicular component of current to the surface, but 
also the tangential one. This will force us to compute the flux at the three vertexes of every node. 
 
5.5 Extension of ACMFD theory to 3D (triangular-Z geometry)   
In triangular-Z geometry, the main difficulties arise from the fact that the transverse area 
changes in the radial direction. Once provided the formulation for 2D triangular nodes, the extension to 
the 3D case is not difficult. We will have to overcome two additional aspects. First, an ACMFD relation 
for axial top and bottom interfaces has to be derived. Second, the transverse leakage has to be 
redefined to include the axial component as well, that is, the neutron leakage through the top and 
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bottom interfaces has to be taken into account in the particular solution of equation (39), as the 
transverse leakage Lm(x) is modified. 
 
5.5.1 The ACMFD relation for axial interfaces 
As it has been explained in previous sections, the first step to obtain an ACMFD relation is to 
perform a transverse integration of the 3D diffusion equation. In this case the integration is over the 
triangular area perpendicular to the Z axis. In axial direction, the transverse area is constant, so the 
procedure to obtain the ACMFD relation is the same as in Cartesian nodes. Starting from the 3D 
modal equations we obtain the 1D modal equation over the 1D averaged flux: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=
+−=−
3
1
2
2
3
4
r
r
mmmm
m zj
L
zsz
dz
zd ψλψ
 (42) 
  
where ( )zj rm  is the averaged outgoing current through radial interfaces at height z.  
 Independently the way we obtain the transverse leakage Lm (z), equation (42) leads to a 
ACMFD relation similar to the one obtained for Cartesian geometry. Then all relations exposed in 
section 2.2 are also valid in this case with the only particularity that the transverse leakage is 
computed in a different way. 
 
5.5.2 Modifications of the ACMFD relation for radial interfaces in 3D nodes 
In 3D nodes, equation (37) can be written in the following way: 
( ) ( ) )()()0,,(),,()( xLxLdyyxjHyxjxLxL ZmRmaxax zZzRmm +=⋅−+= ∫−  (43)   
 
The transverse leakage profile in Z-direction leads to an additional particular solution. Then 
equation (38) is modified: 
 
 )()(  )( 
)( )(  e  e  )(
 
  
1
xxpxp
xpxpx
Z
mm
Z
m2
2
Z
m
R
m
x
m
x
m
D
m
dx
d
mm BA
Z
mL=−
+++= −+
 λ
ψ αα
 (44) 
 
Finally it is worthy to remark that if we want to assume a polynomial profile for LmZ(x), we will 
have to take into account that the integration length in (43) varies with x.     
 
5.6 Problems and solutions to improve the analytic nodal method in triangular nodes 
From the numerical results obtained for different benchmarks, we can see that errors for 
triangular mesh are about 5 times greater than for Cartesian mesh with an equivalent refinement. 
Analyzing the expressions involved in the analytic triangular-Z theory, it can be concluded that some 
improvements could be performed: 
 
• Improving the precision of the computed flux at every vertex. With this purpose, the analytic 
relation (40) could be used in a different way: by imposing the continuity of the flux and the physical 
current (Jx , Jy) in the vertex of the 6 adjacent nodes, a better estimation of the flux at such point could 
be obtained. It could be considered as well the use of the AFEN method with the same objective.  
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• Using an alternative interpolation scheme of the average currents along the rows of nodal 
interfaces. The reason is that not only particularized values of currents at vertexes take part in the 
transverse leakage term (37) but also their derivatives at those points. 
• Improving the non-linear iteration numerical stability by considering the fluxes at vertexes as the 
unknowns of the whole problem. 
6 VERIFICATION AND TEST PROBLEMS 
An extended set of benchmarks has been performed during the process of ANDES verification, 
ranging from quite straighforward but difficult test problems, to evaluate for example the mesh 
discretization error, the convergence rate with mesh size or the rod-cusping approach, to full-core 
well-established international benchmarks. First, a complete list of bechmarks and the most 
noteworthy results will be presented. Then, among all of them, five bechmarks have been selected to 
be analyzed in depth, each one appropriated to show the performance of each different model 
involved in ANDES.  
The first benchmark is a typical 2D PWR color-set problem. This test case is designed to show 
the performance of the transverse leakage approximation in the ACMFD formulation.  
The second exercise is a full core benchmark (the initial steady-state of the PWR MOX/UO2 
core transient benchmark [7] to demonstrate the accuracy of the steady-state results in 3D 
rectangular-lattice cores and to analyze the computing time for a 3D solution with different number of 
energy groups (2, 4 and 8).  
The third benchmark is the transient response to a control rod ejection of the previous PWR 
MOX/UO2 core, starting from HZP steady state conditions. This exercise allows to show the 
performance of the kinetics module implemented in ANDES.  
The forth bechmark is a simplified mini-core test case, designed in order to assess the rod 
“cusping” treatment in ANDES. 
Finally, the last benchmark is devoted to demonstrate the performance and accuracy of the 
solver in hexagonal lattice cores. 
 
6.1 Set of benchmarks for ANDES verification 
In Table 1, an overview of the benchmarks performed during the process of ANDES testing and 
verification has been summarized. 
Table 1: Set of benchmarks performed for ANDES verification. 
Test / Benchmark id. Case Type Dimension Energy gr. Thermal. 
2D PWR color-set benchmark - S. State 2D 2 - 
A1 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HZP 
A2 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HFP-cobra III 
B1 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HZP 
B2 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HFP-cobra III 
C1 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HZP 
LWR core transient benchmarks 
 [8] 
C2 S. State/Trans. 2D / 3D 2 HFP-cobra III 
A S. State 3D 2 HZP 
B S. State 3D 2 HZP 
C S. State 3D 2 HZP 
PWR benchmark on uncontrolled rods 
withdrawal at zero power 
[9] 
D S. State 3D 2 HZP 
1a S. State 2D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP 
1b S. State 2D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP 
1c S. State 2D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP 
1d S. State 2D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP 
OCDE/NEA and U.S. NRC PWR 
MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark 
[7] 
2a S. State 3D 2 / 4 / 8 HFP-cobra III 
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3a S. State 3D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP  
4a Trans. 3D 2 / 4 / 8 HZP-cobra III 
0 S. State 3D 2 HZP 
1 S. State 3D 2 HZP 
2 S. State 3D 2 HFP-cobra III 
3 S. State 3D 2 HZP 
PWR Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) 
Benchmarks 
(Exercise 2) 
 [10] 
4 S. State 3D 2 HZP 
Rod cusping benchmark problem - S. State 3D 2 - 
Hexagonal mini-core benchmark 
[11] 3 S. State 2D 2 - 
VVER-440 3D benchmark 
[12] - S. State 3D 2 - 
 
 
6.2 PWR color-set in 2 dimensions and 2 groups 
A straightforward way to test the effect of the transverse leakage (TL) approximation on the 
nodal solution is to simulate a 2D color-set problem with two different homogeneous fuel assemblies 
(FA). Three transverse leakage interpolation schemes are compared, with different nodal refinement 
degrees. The aim of this comparison is to show that the only source of error in a diffusion solver based 
on the ACMFD method is in the difference between the real profile of transverse leakage and its 
interpolation from the nodal averaged interface currents.  
Fig. 4 and 5 show the solution in 2 groups with a set of typical fuel cross sections and 20 cm 
fuel assembly width. The error in both the eigenvalue and the normalized fission source at assembly 1 
are analyzed for flat, parabolic and cubic TL interpolation, as a function of the number of meshes in 
which the assembly is divided. 
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We can see that cubic fit is almost two orders of magnitude more accurate than flat 
approximation, so the same precision can be achieved taking an eightfold wider mesh. Cubic and 
Figure 4. K-eff absolute error. Figure 5. Fission source relative error (%). 
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parabolic interpolation requires almost the same computing time but, since they lead to similar 
solutions, no much advantage is found using a cubic fit instead of a parabolic one. The largest 
convergence ratio is for parabolic and cubic fits, mainly for meshes of 1 or 4 nodes per assembly, 
which is the range of interest. 
The role of the TL profile in the solution accuracy is determinant. In this test case, the profile is 
given by the currents at the centreline of the color-set. Fig. 6 and 7 show this profile for different fits 
and nodal refinements (×1, ×2). The x axis goes from the centre of one assembly interface (-1) to the 
central corner (there is symmetry for the rest of the interface).   
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  Figure 6. Profiles for 1 node per assembly.      Figure 7. Profiles for 4 nodes per assembly. 
It can be seen that the flat approximation overestimates the TL near the assembly edge (x=0) 
and underestimates them at the assembly centre. When applying the ACMFD relation (6), the ratio 
between the average fluxes in the two regions is larger than the real value, resulting in a higher keff. 
With the cubic fit, the effect is opposite, so keff is underestimated. It is shown that the error in the final 
solution only depends on the difference between the interpolated TL profile and the real one.  
 
6.3 OECD/NEA and U.S. NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark (Part 3: initial steady 
state previous to the transient) 
This benchmark is a full core exercise chosen here to show the ANDES performance and 
accuracy in 3D rectangular steady-state problems with different number of energy groups (2, 4 and 8). 
The agreement of the calculations with the reference results is presented, and the computing time 
needed to obtain a 3D solution with different number of energy groups is compared.  
The benchmark problem consists of modelling a rod ejection transient in a core partially loaded 
with mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel from HZP conditions. The reactor core is based on four-loop 
Westinghouse PWR power plant. It is a 3,565 MWt nominal power core with 193 UO2/MOX fuel 
assemblies. The benchmark specifications are given in [7]. Four different benchmark parts were 
defined: three corresponding to different steady-state calculations and one corresponding to the 
transient response to control rod ejection.  
Part 3 of the benchmark, devoted to characterize the steady state previous to the transient, is 
the exercise chose here. The core is at HZP state, being the coolant inlet temperature 560 K and the 
coolant inlet pressure 15.5 MPa. Control banks are fully inserted while shutdown banks are completely 
withdrawn. A critical boron concentration search is to be performed.  
This steady state has been simulated using the ANDES solver with 2, 4 and 8 energy groups. 
Two different radial coarse meshes have been tested, with one node per fuel assembly (1 N/FA) and 
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with four nodes per fuel assembly (4 N/FA), in order to assess the geometry discretization error and 
the convergence of the results with mesh size. In the axial direction, the core active height is divided 
into 20 layers, since further subdivision does not modify the solution. 
The results obtained with the ANDES solver are compared in Table 2 to those provided by the 
PARCS code with four nodes per fuel assembly (4 N/FA). 
All cases demonstrate good agreement with PARCS, particularly the solutions in 2 and 4 energy 
groups, where differences of 2.2 and 3.2 pcm in critical boron concentration and 0.0 and 0.07% in 
radial peaking factor can be seen. 
Table 2: Comparison of critical boron, radial and axial peaking factor between ANDES and 
PARCS solution. 
  Critical Boron 
(ppm) 
FXY FZ 
1 N/FA 1343.9 1.741 1.490 ANDES 2G 4 N/FA 1342.9 1.748 1.490 
PARCS 2G 4 N/FA 1340.7 1.748 1.490 
1 N/FA 1341.2 1.744 1.495 ANDES 4G 4 N/FA 1340.2 1.751 1.495 
PARCS 4G 4 N/FA 1337.0 1.752 1.496 
1 N/FA 1341.7 1.775 1.496 ANDES 8G 4 N/FA 1340.5 1.781 1.496 
PARCS 8G 4 N/FA 1334.0 1.756 1.498 
 
Up to now, no mention has been done about the convergence of the solution method and 
computing time. Regarding to the method to solve the resulting linear system, the ANDES solver uses 
an ILU(0) preconditioned Bi-CGSTAB algorithm, which has proved to be robust enough in all range of 
variability found for the different benchmarks. For the keff iterative calculation, the Wielandt method has 
been implemented, leading to a high reduction in the total number of outer iterations required for 
convergence (typically 18-20 iterations to obtain an absolute error of 10-8 in keff and 10-3 % of relative 
error in the fission source). 
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of such errors during the iterative process for the steady state 
calculation in 8 energy groups. Errors in 2 and 4 group solutions are very similar.  
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Figure 8: Evolution of the absolute error both in keff and fission source along outer iteration. 
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Regarding to computing time, Table 3 gives the values for this benchmark exercise, including 
the time fractions due to the different main tasks. It is to be noted that ANDES solver is still in an 
optimization phase, so this issue may be further improved. It can be seen that the time employed 
computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the multigroup diffusion matrix becomes more 
important as the number of energy groups increases. On the other hand, the time spent in solving the 
linear system (Bi-CGSTAB) decreases with the number of groups, but increases with the number of 
nodes per assembly. Preconditioning time importance remains quite stable but shows a trend to 
decrease with the number of nodes. With regard to the total time, and taking into account that the 
unknowns of the linear system are the nodal average fluxes per energy group, we can see that 
computing time is almost proportional to the total number of unknowns. 
 
Table 3. Computing time for the PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark. 
 
6.4 OECD/NEA and U.S. NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark (Part 4: transient 
response) 
This benchmark problem is used to verify the performance of the kinetics module implemented 
in ANDES.  
The benchmark specification is the same than the previous [7], but in this case, the exercise 
corresponds to the Part 4. The objective of this part is to model the rod ejection transient response in a 
core partially loaded with mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel from HZP conditions.  
To predict the transient response of the core, the neutron kinetics solver ANDES has been 
coupled to the core thermal-hydraulics (TH) code COBRA-III. The NK-TH (ANDES/COBRA-III) 
coupling is done internally by a semi-implicit scheme, using a staggered alternate time mesh, as 
shown in [6]. The TH solution is advanced over one-half of the NK time step. Then, the implicitly 
calculated TH variables are extrapolated over another half of the time step for the NK solution. The 
neutronics constants are thus nearly implicitly calculated in the next time step as a function of the 
extrapolated TH variables, where the limited half-step extrapolation prevents significant oscillations, 
allowing for larger time steps. 
This benchmark is also used to provide a better understanding of the sensitivity of the transient 
solution to different factors involved in the kinetics equations. The effects of the time step, nodal 
discretization, number of energy groups and neutron spectrum, as well as the effects of the iterative 
scheme chosen to solve the kinetics equations, are analyzed.  
 
6.4.1 Results  
The simulations performed with ANDES+COBRA-III were based on the benchmark-specified 
2G nodal library, using a reference nodalization scheme of 4 nodes and 4 channels per assembly, a 
time step dt = 0,005 sec and an exponential time derivative kinetics scheme. A comparison with the 
solutions to the benchmark obtained with the codes PARCS and CORETRAN [13] were performed. 
Solutions of both codes correspond to the same spatial discretization of the 2G diffusion equations.   
2G 4G 8G 
1×1 2×2 1×1 2×2 1×1 2×2 
Total time (s) 4.393 20.303 8.934 40.005 20.994 88.302 
Eigenvalues & eigenvectors (%) 14.4 12.7 20.1 17.5 23.8 22.5 
Linear system coefficients (%) 34.9 32.2 33.6 32.1 35.0 33.0 
Preconditioning (%) 25.3 21.7 24.6 21.7 27.5 25.0 
Bi-CGSTAB (%) 22.9 30.9 20.3 27.3 12.9 18.8 
Interface currents (%) 2.6 2.5 1.5 1.4 0.8 0.8 
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Regarding to the spectrum of delayed neutrons, the same neutron spectrum for prompt (χ) and 
delayed neutrons (χd) is assumed, as specified in the benchmark. The main requested result 
concerned the temporal evolution of the total core power during the transient. As shown in Fig. 9, the 
results provided by the three code systems are consistent. It can be observed that the power increase 
in CORETRAN solution is quicker than in the others due to the higher level of reactivity obtained with 
this code after the rod ejection. On the other hand, the figure shows differences in the TH feedback of 
ANDES and PARCS, stronger in the last one. Transient reactivity, transient assembly peaking and 
Doppler temperature are in a good agreement as it can be seen at Table 4. 
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Figure 9. Transient core power. 
Table 4. Comparison with other code solutions. 
 ANDES PARCS CORETRAN 
Peak time  (sec) 0.3475 0.342 0.330 
Peak power  (%) 170.0 142.2 166.2 
Maximum reactivity ($) 1.1125 1.1226 1.1374 
Power integral (%) 30.7 28.9 26.2 
TDop (t = 1 s) (ºC) 309.6 308.8 312.7 
6.4.2 Analysis of convergence for different scheme approximations 
In order to test the accuracy of ACMFD method for kinetics equations, a comprehensive 
analysis to study the influence of the time step, the nodal discretization and the kinetics scheme was 
performed. Comparisons of peak time, peak power, peak reactivity, power integral and Doppler 
temperature for the different cases are shown in Table 5. 
The columns 2-3 refer to the time discretization effects. A mean of verifying the reliability of the 
NK-TH numerical scheme is to change the time step during the transient simulation. Calculations 
taking dt = 0.005 sec. and dt = 0.0025 sec. were performed. Peak power is the most sensitive 
parameter to the time step, showing a slight tendency to reduce the peak power as the time step 
increases. Other magnitudes remain almost unaffected.    
Columns 4-6 show the sensitivity of the transient solution to the radial spatial discretization in 
the NK and TH codes. A moderate difference is found in the transient peak power, because of the 
neutronics and thermal-hydraulics meshes, specially the first one. 
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Table 5. Solution sensitivity to different factors. 
 Sensitivity to the 
time step 
Sensitivity to the NK and 
TH nodalization 
Sensitivity to the kinetics 
scheme 
 ∆t=0.005 ∆t=0.0025 
NK=4 
TH=4 
NK=4 
TH=1 
NK=1 
TH=1 
Scheme 
1 
Scheme 
2 
Scheme 
3 
Peak time  (sec) 0.3475 0.3437 0.3475 0.3475 
0.342
5 0.3325 0.3475 0.3475 
Peak power  (%) 170.0 171.9 170.0 173.9 178.9 184.89 170.0 170.01 
Maximum reactivity 
($) 1.1125 1.1125 1.1125 
1.112
5 
1.114
4 1.1198 1.1125 1.1125 
Power integral (%) 30.70 30.78 30.70 31.42 31.72 31.74 30.70 30.71 
TDop (t = 1 s) (ºC) 309.6 309.6 309.6 310.1 310.3 310.2 309.6 309.6 
 
 The effect of the scheme chosen to solve the ACMFD kinetics equations is shown in columns 
7-9. Calculations were performed using the three iterative schemes described in section 2. Significant 
differences are found when using the first scheme, while the other two are almost equivalent. As 
explained in section 2, in scheme 1 all the kinetics terms are assumed to be a flat external source. 
Results show that this approach is not good enough, especially due to the term of fissions of delayed 
neutrons, which requires a more accurate spatial definition. Results obtained with scheme 3 do not 
differ from those of scheme 2, proving that the last one is a suitable approach.    
 
6.5 VVER-440 3D benchmark 
This problem was proposed by Seidel in [12]. The core is a 440-VVER type with 25 assemblies 
across the core diameter, as shown in Fig. 10. There are seven control rods inserted and a layer of 
reflector assemblies on the boundary of the core. The core has one-twelfth reflective symmetry, and 
the assembly pitch is 14.7 cm. Vacuum boundary condition was applied to the outer boundary of the 
reflector. One point to be noted is that control rods in VVER-440 do not insert into fuel assemblies 
underneath them. Once inserted in the core, control rod assemblies replace fuel assemblies, giving 
rise to steep flux gradients on the interfaces between a control rod assembly and the neighboring fuel 
assemblies. The reference solution is extrapolated from DIF3D-FD runs with 216 and 294 
triangle/hexagon subdivisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. VVER-440-type three-dimensional core configuration. 
In axial direction the core is 250.0 cm high. A reflector 25.0 cm thick is added to the top and the 
bottom of the core. All control rods are halfway inserted. Vacuum boundary conditions are also applied 
in axial direction. 
2 2 1 1 4/2 2 3 2 5 1 4/2
1 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 5 2 
1 1 2 2 3 3 5 2 
2 1 1 1 3 5 
2 2 3 3 5 
2 3 5 
5 
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This benchmark has been used to test ANDES solution with 6 triangular nodes/assembly in 
radial direction and 10 axial layers for the active length of the core (25 cm high nodes). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. ANDES results for the 3D VVER-440 benchmark. 
 
The assembly power distribution given by ANDES (see Fig. 11) shows a tendency to decrease 
the core radial leakage. As a consequence, the power density in the centre of the core is lower than in 
the reference solution and higher near the periphery. Anyway, the eigenvalue error is 26 pcm and the 
assembly power relative error is always below 0.78 %. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
ANDES is a nodal code based on the ACMFD method that solves the steady-state and time-
dependent multi-group neutron diffusion equation in three-dimensions. It can be applied to both 
Cartesian and triangular-Z geometries, so that simulations of LWR as well as VVER, HTR and fast 
reactors can be performed. Verification of performance has shown that ANDES is a code with higher 
order definition, both in neutron energy and spatial distribution, respect to our previous available 
codes, as it goes from two-group and two dimensions to any number of groups and three dimensions, 
while the computing time is kept proportional to the number of unknowns (nodes-groups). ANDES can 
perform calculations standing alone by using nodal cross sections and discontinuity factors libraries or 
it can be executed as an accelerating module in coupled calculation with the pin-scale diffusion code 
COBAYA3.  
Other computational methods, consistent with the ACMFD method, have been developed and 
implemented to extend the applicability and accuracy of ANDES, such as the treatment of nodes with 
control rods partially inserted to reduce the effect known as rod cusping.  
The set of tests taken in ANDES verification process have shown the high convergence rates, in 
terms of mesh refinement, of a code based on the ACMFD formulation. In general, for the Cartesian 
geometry, with 1x1 nodes per fuel assembly, the Keff  absolute error is below 50 pcm and the 
maximum assembly fission source error is below 1%, and for 2×2 nodes per assembly these values 
decrease to 2 pcm and 0.2%. The most remarkable of these results is that ANDES formulation 
achieves (with 2×2 nodes per assembly) a level of accuracy such that a standard fine-mesh finite-
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difference scheme would need 136×136 cells per assembly. For hexagonal geometry, the errors are 
about 5 times greater than for Cartesian mesh with an equivalent refinement.  
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